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abstRact

We have investigated by first principles the compressional behavior of low-pressure (LP) and high-
pressure (HP) MgSiO3 clinoenstatite. We have carefully examined unit-cell shapes, chain angles, and 
polyhedral volume responses, such as angle variances and quasi-elongations, under pressure at room 
temperature. We have observed opposite behavior of the tetrahedra in the S-rotated and O-rotated chains 
with pressure in the LP phase, with a slight increase (decrease) in angle variance and quasi-elongation 
in the former (latter). Inspection of zone center modes of both phases under pressure reveals a transition 
path that converts the S-rotated chain in the LP phase into the O-rotated chain in the HP phase. This 
conversion is related to a slight softening of an Ag “metastable” Raman mode under pressure.
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Next to olivine, pyroxenes (which include clinopyroxene and 
orthopyroxene) are the most abundant constituents of Earth’s up-
per mantle (Ringwood 1975). It has been suggested (Woodland 
and Angel 1997; Woodland 1998) that the phase transformation 
of orthopyroxene to high-pressure clinopyroxene may account 
for the X-discontinuity at 312 ± 21 km depth observed by 
Revenaugh and Jordan (1991). The progressive dissolution of 
pyroxene into garnet increases velocity gradients between depths 
of 300 and 460 km as pointed out by Ringwood (1967). Natural 
pyroxenes under pressure are often used as starting materials to 
produce perovskite at lower mantle conditions in experimental 
mineral physics.

Because of their abundance in the upper mantle, the poly-
morphs of the magnesium end-member clinopyroxene, MgSiO3 
clinoenstatite, are among the most investigated minerals under 
pressure. They exist in the low-pressure P21/c structure (LP-En 
hereafter) and high-pressure C2/c structure (HP-En hereafter). 
LP-En exists at ambient conditions, whereas HP-En had eluded 
unambiguous experimental detection until the 1990s because of 
its conversion into LP-En structure upon quenching (Angel et al. 
1992). In the past few decades, the crystal chemistry, equations 
of state, and thermodynamic properties of LP- and HP-En have 
been investigated experimentally by single-crystal or powder 
X-ray diffraction measurements (Thompson 1970; Krupka et al. 
1985; Angel et al. 1992; Angel and Hugh-Jones 1994; Kung et al. 

2004; Chopelas 1999; Huang et al. 2000; Lin 2004), molecular 
dynamics simulations using empirical potentials (Matsui and 
Price 1992), and by first principles (Wentzcovitch et al. 1995; 
Duan et al. 2001). However, the transition mechanism for the con-
version of LP-En to HP-En has not been addressed so far. Here, 
we present a comparative study of the compressional behavior 
of the LP- and HP-En that (1) substantially improves previous 
density-functional-based zero Kelvin calculations (Wentzcovitch 
et al. 1995; Duan et al. 2001) and (2) identifies a phonon-related 
mechanism for the LP-En to HP-En transition.

Both LP-En (P21/c) and HP-En (C2/c) exist in monoclinic 
structures with the unique axis b perpendicular to the other two 
axes, a and c (Fig. 1). The obtuse angle, β, between a and c, is 
about 107° for LP-En and 103° for HP-En at ambient conditions. 
What makes pyroxene of special interest is the corner sharing 
SiO4 tetrahedral chains running through the crystal along the 
c axis, forming a silicate layer parallel to the a-c plane. These 
SiO4 tetrahedral chains in LP-En are divided into two types: the 
“O-rotated” chain (O-chain) and the “S-rotated” chain (S-chain) 
based on the O3-O3-O3 chain extension angle. This classification 
characterizes the way these chains are disposed along the c direc-
tion. LP-En contains both an S-chain and an O-chain with O3-
O3-O3 angles of ~205° and ~132°, respectively. To illustrate the 
transition path mentioned above we choose a counter-clockwise 
chain extension angle as shown in Figure 1. In HP-En all chains 
are O-rotated, and the O3-O3-O3 angle is ~134° at ambient con-
ditions. Upon a phase transition from LP-En to HP-En at ~5–8 
GPa, the S-chain in LP-En transforms to an O-chain in HP-En. 
In this paper, we introduce the computational method used in 
this work. We present a detailed comparison of the compression 
behavior of LP- and HP-En. Finally, we propose that the LP-En 
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